Twister™

Just add water

Twister™

The unique Twister pads make the floor both cleaner and more attractive. The result is a beautiful floor!

The secret is that each Twister™ pad contains billions of microscopic diamonds that not only effectively clean but also polish the floor during daily cleaning.

The difference between the various pads is the size of the diamonds - shifting the basis between cleaning and polishing.

This enables you to upgrade a dirty, dull floor to a clean shiny one. Continued use of Twister Green maintains the floor’s clean, shiny condition.

Quality and simplicity

Twister pads can be used on all types of flooring and are available for most commonly used floor cleaning machines.

When the colour disappears from the pad, it is time to replace it. This normally occurs after, on average, 30 000 m².* The wear indication makes it easy for the operator to know when to change pads and thus maintain optimal performance.

Regular use reduces and can even eliminate the need for extra, costly periodic maintenance since Twister provides a high, consistent quality through daily cleaning.

The flexible Twister pads follow the floor’s contours, and by using billions of microscopic diamonds mechanically clean and polish the surface. No chemicals are needed for daily cleaning, just normal tap water.

* Refers to Twister Green on upgraded floors.
Reduced environmental impact

The focus from organizations and companies on environmental issues has never been greater.

Analyzes of the entire operation, with the aim of finding alternative solutions to reduce environmental impact without reducing the quality or increasing the cost are an ongoing process.

Twister does not require any chemicals in daily cleaning to keep the floors clean and shiny. For floors that require floor finish, Twister will reduce the frequency of the periodic maintenance. In addition, using Twister reduces the amount and management of waste and residues. Twister pads are made from recycled PET for minimum environmental impact.

By choosing Twister as your standard method for floor maintenance you will actively, easily and effectively reduce your business environmental impact.

Diamond Cleaning System

Advantages

- Clean, shiny floors every day
- Reduces total cleaning costs
- Environmentally friendly cleaning method
- Removes up to 80% more bacteria than conventional methods
- Simple implementation - no change in the machines and procedures used
- Only water is required for daily cleaning

Where can Twister™ be used?

- Natural stone
- Terrazzo
- Vinyl
- Linoleum
- Ceramic slabs
- VCT
- Rubber
- Wood
- HTC Superfloor™ - polished concrete
Twister™ Standard - Range of pads

- Twister Red - Intense cleaning
- Twister White - Upgrading, stage 1.
- Twister Yellow - Upgrading, stage 2.
- Twister Green - Daily cleaning

Download cleaning instructions and read more at www.htc-twister.com